SERVICE

• Support and assistance in searching for information and publications on all topics concerning the European Union (e.g. legal regulations, policies, etc.)
• Assistance with research projects as well as with term papers and theses
• Access to the collections of relevant documents and publications by the European Union
• Help with accessing full-texts and statistical data via EU databases and Eurostat
• Information on events and initiatives

LOAN

During the opening hours you can use the self-service machines to borrow media with your thoska.

You can furthermore borrow media at the Loan and Information Desk during the following hours:

Monday – Friday  9.00 – 18.00

LOAN PERIODS

Open access section  4 days
Stacks  4 weeks

RETURN

All media can be returned via the self-service machines, at the Loan Desk on the ground floor as well as by using the Return Box in the entrance area.

CONTACT

Carl-Zeiss-Straße 3
07743 Jena
Ground floor, Room E068

Phone: +49 3641 / 9 404 26
Fax: +49 3641 / 9 400 32
E-Mail: edz@thulb.uni-jena.de

www.thulb.uni-jena.de
OPENING AND SERVICE HOURS

Opening hours:
Monday – Friday 9.00 – 22.00
Saturday 8.00 – 18.00
Sunday 10.00 – 18.00

Service hours:
Monday – Friday 9.00 – 16.00 (by arrangement)

Lockers are situated outside the library in the basement of the building.
Please bring your own padlocks for using the lockers.

THE INSTITUTION

The European Documentation Centre (EDC) is integrated into the Branch Library of Law, Economics and Social Sciences and therefore part of the Thuringian State and University Library (ThULB) Jena. A major EDC focus is the collection of information sources and documents of European Institutions, both electronic and in paper. The EDC Jena is open to:

- Students, researchers, universities
- Research institutes
- Local authorities
- Schools and education institutes
- Enterprises
- The general public

The open access section contains publications such as:

- The official Journal of the European Union
- Reports of cases before the Court of Justice and the General Court
- Commission documents (COM)
- Other publications by EU institutions, their related agencies and other bodies

You can find the media’s shelf marks by using the ThULB Suche, which furthermore offers free access to a large number of full texts.

Further information on the EDC:
www.thulb.uni-jena.de/EDZ.html

COLLECTION

00 Dictionaries and bibliographies
01 Institutional affairs
02 Customs union and trade policy
03 Agriculture, forestry, fishery
04 Employment and labour
05 Social affairs
06 Law and law affairs
07 Transport
08 Competition and enterprises
09 Finances
10 Economic and consumer affairs
11 Foreign relations
12 Energy
13 Regional policy
14 Environment
15 Scientific and technical research
16 Information, education, culture
17 Statistics
18 Miscellaneous

THE EDC JENA UND EUROPE DIRECT

The EDC Jena is part of an European information network which consists of:

- Documentation Centres (EDCs) in universities and research institutions
- Information Centres (EDICs) in EU member countries
- Expert speakers (Team Europe), who organize presentations, workshops or debates

Further information can be found here:
http://europa.eu/europedirect

PROJECTS

ArchiDok

In cooperation with other European Documentation Centres the EDC Jena takes part in the ArchiDok project for cataloguing and long-term archiving of EU grey literature which started in 2003. Main focus of this project is cataloguing, subject heading and classifying papers, studies and reports published by EU-Institutions and related bodies to make them searchable and online accessible in the ArchiDok database.

For further information visit:
www.archidok.eu

E-Learning

EDC Jena promotes information literacy in the area of EU information sources and databases in cooperation with other German and Austrian EDCs. Their e-learning module provides information on the EDC network and its contacts, an overview of relevant information sources and video tutorials on the use of EU databases. The entire module is in German.

http://lernbar.uni-frankfurt.de/EDZ/EDZTut